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2. Definition

3. Theory

4. Practice

5. Emerging
Model

6. Future
research

TODAY



Inclusivity...

Ragnedda, 2018

Today imagines
students have access to,
and willingness to
participate 

October 5 HCT General Education
Conference, King & Bhatia

'Manifestations of Digital Poverty
During the Covid-19 pandemic'. 



 A modern, high functioning
advising program must now
develop, implement, and evaluate
a wide range of both technology-
mediated and in-person
interventions if it is to have a
measurable impact on student
performance and progress 

Wilcox, 2017 in Steele, 2018; 61





Christa Sathish, 2022



"HE professionals are
largely left to figure
out social media on

their own"

Waite & Wheeler, 2020



Dark Social





*Dark Social: content which is shared through a private
channel that can’t be tracked by web analytics
software, such as email, SMS or one of the numerous
messenger apps... Madrigal, 2012

Synonmous? private direct messaging apps used to share
content that can't be tracked  or monitored. 

https://www.theatlantic.com/author/alexis-madrigal/


Affordances





Boyd, 2010

Affordance-based theoretical model 



Content-based 
advising

Shareable
advice

A-synchronous
& archived

Role-modelling

Within
boundaries!

Link-based
advising

1-1 counsel
including '999'

Independent
learning also
Intergeneration
al and peer
support

Mediated

TYPE 1 - SOCIAL
NETWORKING SERVICES

TYPE 2 - COMPUTER-
MEDIATED COMMUNICATIONS

Limited utility IMO



1. Careers
50%

2. Course
30%

3. Event Coordination
15%

4. Crisis
5%

1-1 Counsel



Crisis examples
Top student

Parent loses job, 
threatens education

Depression, confusion

Advice and support

Resilience

Sickness, disability

Divorce



Over 1000 jobs shared

200+ existing
students & alumni

Celebrate first jobs and changes

Share market intelligence

Build connections between
synergistic programmes

Group Counsel



Role-modelling
participation in
clubs & events

Providing insight
into the course to
assist optionals or
new joiners

Sharing industry
knowledge for
career advice

#F4F

Passive Counsel



Nearly 100 students
recommended

Role-modelling

Career support

Alumni outreach

Passive Counsel



Adapted from Boyd, 2010

The ability to protect 
& hide 

Encryption

Potential of impacting 
"actual" life

Disruption

Affordance-based theoretical model 



Pervasiveness & Searchability 
Disappearing messages

7-days for group chats

Never for 1-1s



Spreadability/Visibility: Multimedia

Photos, videos

Voice messages

Gifs and memes

Links

You must assume that
everything you write is
permanent and can be
viewed by anyone at any
time and that everything can
be traced back to you
personally as well as to your
colleagues, the university
and its customers, partners
and suppliers.

Middlesex University Dubai, 2020
Profile pic / status

Text



Encryption:

Back-ups

VPN

Recordings

Screen recording

Passwords Biometrics



Disruption:

Mute

Alt. Number

Notifications





Student affairs departments are 
 responsible for a wide range of tasks
and services that are directly related

to student success. But they are
being asked to do more with less...

Waite & Wheeler, 2020

The ability of faculty members 
to fulfill this role is unrealistic

in higher education. 



Helps students become integrated into the
campus community 
Frees professionals from administrative
tasks
Allows more one-on-one time with
students
Permits greater independence
Helps reduce anxiety amongst 'freshers'
and their parents 

Especially 1st generation higher
education families, and minority
groups

Waite & Wheeler, 2020



Students expect increased uses of
technology from higher education
institutions (Amador & Amador,
2014)

Covid-19 has made alternative
forms of communication with
students, mainstream - we should
keep what works (Barnes et al,
2020)

Social media permits real-time
interaction and a high degree of
personalisation (Waite & Wheeler,
2020)



A dearth of academic literature
regarding topics related to social
media and these various facets of

student affairs

Waite & Wheeler, 2020



I protect students’ online presence through the
provision of ethics guidance and create
awareness of the code of conduct when using
social media.
I create awareness of online safety and teach
students about the potential risks such as online
harassment, cyberbullying, or trolling.
I am aware of my institution’s social media
policy and follow applicable guidelines.

Sathish, 2022

Social Media for Teaching - Online
Planning and Safety Checklist

https://mdxdubai.blob.core.windows.net/prod/docs/default-source/quality-office/social-media-policy-mdx-dbi-2020.pdf?sfvrsn=2c92f201_2


Potential research themes:

Advisor efficiency vs work/life stress
Student success and satisfaction
Contribution or replacement of other forms of advising
Unintended consequences (negative/positive)
AI vs human interactions

Impacts of "dark social" communications on HE?

Advisor training requirements (new 'listening' skills)
Student learning needs (appropriate language, etc)
Mediated emotions

Semiotic communications
Limited character consulting
High impact grammar!?... 

Future implications for soft skills/emotional intelligence?
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